2014 Kurt Angerer Gruner Veltliner Eichenstaude
A Gruner Veltliner Dry White Table wine from Austria , , , Niederosterreich, Austria,
Review by
eRobertParker.com # , #224 (Apr 2016)
Rating: 92
Drink 2018  2025
Cost: $0
Angerer's 2014 Grüner Veltliner Eichenstaude opens with a clear and spicy bouquet, which intertwines
some very discreet oak flavors with the toasty aromas of a crispy roasted zander and croutons;
whereas the bright fruit aromas remain discreetly in the background. Fullbodied and intense on the
palate, this is a rich, firmly structured and densely woven wine with a lemonflavored, grippy and
prolonged finish. This excellent Veltliner seems to be relative to Burgundies and should be aged for
another 23 years, at least. Importer(s): Weygandt Metzler Importing, Ltd., Unionville, PA 19320 , (610)
4860700, www.weygandtmetzler.com

2014 Kurt Angerer Gruner Veltliner Kies
A Gruner Veltliner Dry White Table wine from Austria , , , Niederosterreich, Austria,
Review by
eRobertParker.com # , #224 (Apr 2016)
Rating: 88
Drink 2016  2018
Cost: $18
Angerer's 2014 Grüner Veltliner Kies comes along almost as tropical, fresh and spicy as an Alvarinho
from the Minho in northern Portugal. Passion fruit and pineapples mingle with legumes, pears and
limes on the elegant and inviting nose; these aromas lead to a mediumbodied, elegant, perfectly
balanced, and persistently fruity palate with a very good and aromatic finish. Everything is perfectly
arranged in this lovely, slightly mineral and really stimulating Gruner. You will love it. Importer(s):
Weygandt Metzler Importing, Ltd., Unionville, PA 19320 , (610) 4860700, www.weygandtmetzler.com

2014 Kurt Angerer Gruner Veltliner Loam
A Gruner Veltliner Dry White Table wine from Austria , , , Niederosterreich, Austria,
Review by
eRobertParker.com # , #224 (Apr 2016)

Rating: 91
Drink 2016  2025
Cost: $0
The 2014 Grüner Veltliner Loam offers a deep and fresh, rather coolish, white pip fruit aromas on the
nose, which indicates apples, ripe pears, starfruit, white pepper, limes and wet clay. Round and fruity
on the palate, this is a rich and viscous, powerful Veltliner with a touch of charming sweetness and a
lingering salinity. Very clear and elegant, well balanced and with a wellstructured, stimulatingly salty
finish. Importer(s): Weygandt Metzler Importing, Ltd., Unionville, PA 19320 , (610) 4860700,
www.weygandtmetzler.com

2014 Kurt Angerer Gruner Veltliner Spies
A Gruner Veltliner Dry White Table wine from Austria , , , Niederosterreich, Austria,
Review by
eRobertParker.com # , #224 (Apr 2016)
Rating: 90
Drink 2016  2025
Cost: $0
Jesus, this opens lovely! Delicate, pure and fresh white fruit and lemon flavors mingle with yeasty
layers on the complex, stony and mineral nose. This leads the 2014 Grüner Veltliner Spies to a
piquant and fruity, very elegant and charming performance on the palate. This is fullbodied yet
delicate and very elegant Grüner Veltliner with a hint of sweetness and Mosel charm that lift it up. The
finish reveals a very delicate fruit and fine piquancy. Absolutely nice. Importer(s): Weygandt Metzler
Importing, Ltd., Unionville, PA 19320 , (610) 4860700, www.weygandtmetzler.com

2013 Kurt Angerer Gruner Veltliner Spies
A Gruner Veltliner Dry White Table wine from Austria , , , Niederosterreich, Austria,
Review by
eRobertParker.com # , #224 (Apr 2016)
Rating: 90
Drink 2016  2019
Cost: $0
I had the 2013 Grüner Veltliner Spies 12 months ago and found it really excellent, but I am surprised
how quickly it matures. It is absolutely drinkable today and opens with caramel and white pepper
flavors on the nose; whereas on the palate, this rich, elegant and very juicy wine is round, piquant and
finishes with tension and a mineral purity. However, I would not store it for too long and drink it over
the next five years. Importer(s): Weygandt Metzler Importing, Ltd., Unionville, PA 19320 , (610) 486
0700, www.weygandtmetzler.com

2014 Kurt Angerer Riesling Ametzberg
A Riesling Dry White Table wine from Austria , , , Niederoesterreich, Austria,

Review by
eRobertParker.com # , #224 (Apr 2016)
Rating: 88
Drink 2017  2024
Cost: $0
Bright and fresh white fruit and citrus aromas intertwine with surlie flavors in the 2014 Riesling
Ametzberg. The palate is lean, piquantly fresh and racy, mediumbodied and elegant with a crisp
finish. This is deliciously clear and dry Riesling from the Kamptal, but is marketed as quality wine from
Niederösterreich. Importer(s): Weygandt Metzler Importing, Ltd., Unionville, PA 19320 , (610) 486
0700, www.weygandtmetzler.com

